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Message from the Chair -  January 2022 

 

Greetings and a belated happy new year to all our members. 

 

Having just welcomed six new members in December, we have another two in the wings which is great 

news. Our numbers are slowly returning to earlier levels which exciting. Our challenge now, is to keep 

stimulating our members and thereby maintain our new growth spurt. 

 

Our calendar year has got off to a good start with a portrait workshop and a live club night in January. Our 

first outing is planned for February, as is the restart of our judges training. 

 

New member inductions are well under way and hopefully this will translate into more junior images being 

submitted from February onwards. 

 

 On 20th January we combined our normal judging with a set subject evening and this seemed to work well, 

given the number of images submitted. We were still able to finish by 9pm which gave our travelling 

members from Sedge and Plett time to get safely home at a reasonable hour. 

 

The registration for the National PSSA Congress in Greyton in August  has opened on the PSSA website. 

This is always a learning experience on steroids, so please give serious though to joining in. (More info at 

P19 -Ed) 

Your committee has recently approved participation in the George W Glennie, international competition. 

This is a club entry and 10 of our best images will be selected by a panel of club judges. Closing date is end 

February. 

 

Looking forward to seeing you all face to face again. 

 

Doug Emanuel and Carol Phillips 
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January 2022 

High Scoring Images 
 

 

 

Impressive – Veronica de Voogt 
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Waiting – Gillian Maskell 

 

 

 

Will you marry me – Veronica de Voogt 
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Veld grass – Pam Brighton 
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Two boats – Cathy Birkett  

 

 

 

Mirrored reflections -Carol Phillips 
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Practice time – Leoni Hattingh 
 
 

 

 

 

Beetle heaven – Claire Scott 
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SALON ACCEPTANCES  

January 2022 

 

To Leoni Hattingh on achieving her Master Bronze badge 
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Editor’s choice 
 

Shutter speed 

Source - https://www.amateurphotographer.co.uk/ 

Landscaper Alan Howe talks about the importance of shutter speed in scenic photography and how to 

keep longer exposures looking natural 

Alan Howe 

 

Alan Howe is a semi-professional landscape photographer whose work has featured in magazines, 

calendars, and National Trust products. He provides landscape tuition and is an ambassador for Kase 

Filters. www.devonlandscapephotography.co.uk 

 

Picking the right shutter speed is a vital ingredient in any type of photograph and that includes 

landscaping, which is my passion. Primarily, of course, the ‘right’ shutter speed achieves an accurate 

exposure and leads to maximum image quality. But with modern cameras making exposure so easy – 

and especially when working in aperture priority which is what I mainly do – what people really 

notice is the secondary effect of shutter speed: how it renders movement. 

For me, what’s most important about that is how movement makes me feel about a scene. I’m a fan of 

natural-looking landscapes and controlling shutter speed is a big part of that. Simple, subtle 

movement from slower speeds, and clear details is what I want, so here are some of the ways I go 

about it. 

 

 

http://www.devonlandscapephotography.co.uk/
https://www.amateurphotographer.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2022/01/Alan-Howe-IMG_0026.jpg
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Image: Alan Howe. The direction and distance of movement that a slow shutter speed records can make a big difference 

 

When to go faster 

Extreme long exposures have their place, but often make scenes look unrealistic. In that way, I think 

super-slow speeds have become a bit of a cliché. Conversely, landscapes shot at settings like 1sec or 

5secs, take on a calmer and more serene look while still seeming natural. For me, the vast majority of 

the time, this works better in telling the story of that location. 

So, for instance if I want to show the sea on a stormy day, there’s little point in using a speed of 20 or 

30secs which will blur waves into a mist. Captured movement must have some direction and shape or 

the picture will lose its meaning. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.amateurphotographer.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2022/01/%C2%A9-Alan-Howe-DSC_4577.jpg
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Image: Alan Howe.: Shot at 0.6sec (Left) and 8 secs (Right) shutter speeds, the movement of the water looks very different 

 

Judge the movement 

Exposures need to be activated and timed for the speed and direction of what you’re shooting. For 

instance, the usual benefit of flowing water is that it will lead the eye into the scene, so if you’re at the 

coast, try to shoot a wave that’s receding, rather than breaking. Slow water might need 5secs while 

faster motion could get the motion blur you want at 2secs. 

And even at an identical shutter speed, no two waves will look the same, so experimentation with 

movement is key. The same goes for clouds, and though the shutter will pick up movement across the 

frame more effectively than motion into the scene, it’s the latter that draws the viewer in. The focal 

length and how close you are to any movement also affects the shutter speed you need. Distant waves 

will need a longer speed than a stream that’s right under your lens. 

 

  

https://www.amateurphotographer.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2022/01/%C2%A9-Alan-Howe-DSC_7726.jpg
https://www.amateurphotographer.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2022/01/%C2%A9-Alan-Howe-DSC_7733.jpg
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How timing tells the story 

Though my preference is to shoot landscapes with exposure times of a few seconds, there are plenty 

of times that I’ll quicken the exposure. A good example is if you want to stop water, like raindrops 

falling from a leaf, waves breaking over a jetty, or snow drifting in the air. In those cases, I’ll bump up 

the ISO to get speeds like 1/100sec or 1/125sec. 

Another time that I look for faster speeds is when using longer lenses. Just as for wildlife 

photographers, long focal lengths can show vibration and soften landscape details more so than when 

working at a wide angle, so if I’m framing a lone tree or distant peak, I’ll reach for faster speeds. 

 

Controlling the light 

When it comes to controlling shutter speed, filters are the landscaper’s friend. But because I want 

natural-looking scenes, I don’t use stronger than a 3-stop ND to cut out light, and I’ll take it off when 

the light is low enough. I use Kase Wolverine filters, including a polariser, which also cuts out about a 

stop of light, allowing those slower speeds. 

Naturally I’ll lower the ISO – down to 50 on my Nikon D610 if needed – but I don’t like to close the 

aperture below f/16, as sharpness suffers and every mote of dust on the sensor will become visible. 

Remember, too, that as a landscaper, part of the skill is to wait for the light to be right, so be prepared 

to get to a location early enough for the light to be less intense or wait for it to fall at the end of the 

day. 

 

 

Amateur Photographer was first published on 10 October 1884 and it has established itself as the 

world’s #1 weekly photo magazine. It has a wealth of news, and How-To articles and a weekly 

email with the latest news is available free of charge 
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Portrait Workshop 

 

Rory Baker presented a very successful portrait workshop to some of our members and a few visitors from the 

George club on Saturday 15 January. 

Rory is a working professional photographer with a number of strings to his bow ranging from corporate 

photography, real estate imagery, wildlife photography and teaching in various genres. 

The course was presented in the Duthie Room at Belvidere Manor and covered the following – 

• A comprehensive introduction to the principles of lighting for portrait photography 
• How to work with models including the do’s and don’ts of planning, communication, ensuring that the 

models are comfortable with ones expectations 
• Demonstrations using natural light and added light using a softbox 
• A practical session with 3 models with every attendee having plenty of opportunities to both shoot and pose 

the models 
• After lunch a second photo session with models 
• A how-to post processing session using Lightroom and Photoshop as well as useful tips. 

Personally, I found it very useful and I’m sure even my family snaps will be improved as a result. 

Thanks to Carol for organising the day also for persuading Melissa and Ash to pose for us in the afternoon. They are a 
beautiful couple.     

 

- Editor 
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Set Subject – February 
 

Black and white with a “Splash of Colour” 
 

An exercise in post processing to produce an eye catching image by emphasizing a colourful subject against 

a monochrome background. Some examples below. 

 

   
 

 
 
 
 

There are lots of tips available on the internet to show how to do this. 
 

Have a look at the following links for the steps to follow _ 

https://helpx.adobe.com/be_en/photoshop/how-to/black-and-white-with-color-photo.html 

https://photodoto.com/black-and-white-with-a-splash-of-colour/ 

 

  

https://helpx.adobe.com/be_en/photoshop/how-to/black-and-white-with-color-photo.html
https://photodoto.com/black-and-white-with-a-splash-of-colour/
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Outings – Knysna Motorcycle Museum 
 

Our 1st Outing for 2022 has been planned and is ready to go! 

 

Day: Wednesday, 9th February 2022 at 3.30pm (shooting commences at 4) 

 

Venue:  Motorcycle Museum at Thesen Island 

 

Admission: R50 per person (This is a 50% reduction of normal price) 

 

Please Note: 

• Bring Tripods, lights, flash 

• We are trying to source backdrops, stands and lights – if anyone has any of this equipment that they would 
like to share, we would be most grateful. The idea is that rather than everyone wondering around taking 
shots of the motorbikes, we are hoping to set up a few areas, with backdrops so that you can take “clean” 
images, without the surrounding distractions of other bikes and shiny bits. 

• Shooting is to commence at around 4pm till late.  Norman has allowed us access after-hours so that we have 
the place to ourselves. 
 

 

Please Note: 

 

• Absolutely no touching of bikes 

• Covid protocols to be followed 
 

 

Should you be interested in the above, please contact Luana via 0824689153 to indicate your attendance. She will 

set up a private Whatsapp group so that only those going to the shoot will receive pertinent information. 
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NOTICEBOARD 

KPS Studio 
It has come to our attention that we have members who may be willing to loan or donate studio lighting equipment to the club, 

if we could secure the medium/long term use of a studio. If anyone has, or knows of a single garage or similar, whose owner 

may be willing to loan it to the club, please contact any committee member. If successfully implemented, this facility for be 

available for all members to use. 

 

Social Media 

Facebook 

Do join the Knysna Photographic Society Facebook group – it is a closed group and only club 

members may join. Also don’t hesitate to post images, items of interest and general 

comments related to photography. 

WhatsApp 

Find the group on WhatsApp under KPS Creatives. There’s usually interesting discussion and 

posts relating to Photographic matters. 

 

 

 Next meeting 
 
16 February  – live/zoom (Covid dependent) 
 
2 images + 1 set subject image may be submitted 
 

Judges  
 
The judges for February will be Sonia Elliot and Gill 
Maskell and the remote judge will be Kittie 
Groenewald 
 
A reminder to ensure that your images are 
uploaded to Photovault online by midnight on 
Saturday, 5 February 2022. 
 
 
 

 

Outings and User / Interest groups 
Outings and User / Interest groups have commenced with strict 
Covid protocols in place and will be communicated via email. 
 

Social Media Links 
In the absence of our physical monthly meetings, it is important 
that you look at these sites regularly for additional news and 
information: - 
 
Website:  www.knysnaphotosociety.com 
Photovault:  www.photovaultonline.com 
Facebook:  www.facebook/groups/Knysnaphotographicsociety 
Photographic Society of South Africa:  www.pssa.co.za 

 

COMMITTEE    
Doug Emanuel– Chairperson & Treasurer  

Carol Phillips– Co Chairperson  

Sonia Elliott – Membership and website  

Anne Hrabar – Judges coordinator  

Eileen Covarr – Scorer 

Peter Oosthuizen - Secretary 

 

 
 

 

http://www.knysnaphotosociety.com/
http://www.photovaultonline.com/
http://www.facebook/groups/Knysnaphotographicsociety
http://www.pssa.co.za/
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MEMBERSHIP FEES 
Membership fees for the 2021/22 year are as follows: -   
 
Active Member R360.00  

Member + spouse R560.00  

Scholar/Student R220.00  

Social Member R275.00  

 

          Classified Advertisements 

 

 

  FOR SALE 

Doug Emanuel is selling: 

Seldom used Canon 700D DSLR 

18-55 lens, charger and bag 

    Asking price R4500.00 

    Please contact Doug directly on 082 654 8200 

 

 
  

  
 

 
 

 

 
 
 

 

NATIONAL SALON DATES 2021/2022: 
  

Boksburg Camera Club National PDI Salon 2022-01-29  
5th PECC International Audio Visual Festival  2022-02-02 

Eden National Digital Salon 2022-02-12  

Cape Town Photographic Society National PDI & Print Salon 2022-02-19 

5th Rustenburg National Digital Salon 2022-03-05  

Ermelo Fotoklub 3rd National PDI Salon 2022-03-26 

 
Anyone may enter a Salon. To find out more on how to do so, go to the Photographic Society 
of South Africa’s website or ask one of the senior club members. 
All information relating to upcoming salons is available at - 
https://pssa.co.za/salons-mainmenu-81/salon-calendar-results-for-the-year-ending-june-2022 
 

https://pssa.co.za/salons-mainmenu-81/salon-calendar-results-for-the-year-ending-june-2022/2295-2022-01-29-boksburg-camera-club-national-pdi-salon
https://pssa.co.za/salons-mainmenu-81/salon-calendar-results-for-the-year-ending-june-2022/2295-2022-01-29-boksburg-camera-club-national-pdi-salon
https://pssa.co.za/salons-mainmenu-81/salon-calendar-results-for-the-year-ending-june-2022/2313-2022-02-02-5th-pecc-international-audio-video-festival
https://pssa.co.za/salons-mainmenu-81/salon-calendar-results-for-the-year-ending-june-2022/2306-2022-02-12-eden-national-digital-salon
https://pssa.co.za/salons-mainmenu-81/salon-calendar-results-for-the-year-ending-june-2022/2297-2022-03-05-5th-rustenburg-national-digital-salon
https://pssa.co.za/salons-mainmenu-81/salon-calendar-results-for-the-year-ending-june-2022
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Key dates 2022 

 
 

Month 
Meeting  

date 
Image submission  

deadline  
Semi- annual 
Competition 

Set subject 

February 16 5   Black and white with a splash of 
colour 

March 16 5  Derelict 

April 20 9  A visual pun 

May 18 7 26* Freeze the moment 

June 15 4  Night photography 

July 20 9  Occupations 

August 17 6  Weather 

September 21 10  Flowers 

October 19 8  Panorama 

November 17 5 17** Zen 

 
*  Venue  -  Knysna Golf Club on Thursday 
**  Venue  -  Knysna Golf Club combined with Club Night and year end function.  

 

PSSA Congress 2022 
 

 

 
 

 

For more information see the following link 

https://www.pssa.co.za/2022-congress-greyton 


